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. INTRODUCTION 

The Minnesota Geological Survey i~ ' contemplating a low altitude-high 
resolution (LAHR) aeromagnetic survey over ·an area of at least two square 
degrees in northeastern 11innesota. This ' is regarded as the first step in 
a ten year program to conduct surveying over extensive areas ' of the state. 
However, further steps will depend on the outcome and value of the initial 
survey. Partial funding for an initial survey is currentl¥ available and 
there are strong indications that the remaining funds will be .appropriated 
by the state legislature. This report is being written to ~ummarize the 
feasibility, utility, and initial specifications of LAHR aeromagnetic sur
veying in the state of Minnesota. Although this report is primarily writ
ten for the initial survey, it is meant to serve as a general evaluation 
of similar surveying over the remainder of the state in the future. 

THE MAGNETIC METHOD 
• <il • 

Magnetic methods have long been an effective means oftnvestigating 
concealed crystalline rock terranes. Magnetic anomaly ~ata has been espe
cially useful in Minnesota where an extensiv~ cover of glacial deposits 
has severely restricted direct observation of the Precambrian bedrock. 
The high varibility of magnetic miner~l content, inherent ~ ~6st 
crystalline rock terranes, gives rise to a variety of anomalies from which 
useful geologic information can be inferred. _ Structural information can 
be often attained by observing magnetic anomaly elongations and 
lineaments. Significant lithologic information can also be attained by a 
coordination of physical property studies, correlation of other geophysi
cal data, and inverse modeling~ Empirical depth festimates - of the magne- 
tic basement beneath a sedimentary cover are usefu~l in understanding 
basin configuration. In addition, studies by B.K. Bhattacharyya and 
others indicate that deep crustal information, such as curie depth, -can be 
achieved throu~h a spectral treatment of magnetic data. Thus, magnetic 
data serves as a valuable insight regarding regional crustal -structure as . 
well as basement surface geology. 

A dramatic advance for the magnetic methods occured immediately after 
World War II with the general availability of airborne magnetometers, 
thereby allowing rapid and accurate acquisition of magnetic data. In the 
years that followed many significant improvement were made regarding 
acquisition, reduction, and. interpretation of aeromagnetic da~ .• - Among- - . 
some of the more signific~nt improvements was the development~high preci
sion navigation and magnetometer hardware, thereby making LAHR aeromagne
tic surveys feasible. 

ADVANTAGES OF LOW ALTITUDE-HIGH RESOLUTION DATA 

The United States geological survey has accomplished regional aero
magnetic coverage of Minnesota through several surveys that were conducted 
from 1947 to 1966. The surveys were generally conducted using a 1 mile 
flight line spacing at an elevation of 1000 feet. The resulting data ~ha V~ 
proven to be extremely beneficial and have been heavily used in 
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interpreting the regional geology in many areas of the state. In spite of 
the beneficial aspects of the U.S.G.S. data, it is now believed that the 
greater detail accomplished via LAHR aeromagnetic surveying would signi
ficantly enhance the geological interpretation of many areas in Minnesota. 

The improvement in resolution of a LAHR aeromagnetic survey over the 
USGS data is actually two fold; it increases the horizontal spatial reso
lution of anomalies and it increases the magnetic resolution. The hori
zontal resolution is improved by virtue of a tighter line spacing. There 
are many aeras of the U.S.G.S. data where localized anomalies are often 
defined by only one flight ~ne. One example, is shown in Figure 1, which 

~J ' 
is a portion of USGS Map GP-~. Numerous spiked anomalies occur in this 
region and are believed to reflect small gabbroic intrusives of middle 
Precambrian age. The predominant wavelength associated with many of these 
anomalies is clearly shorter than the flight line spacing of 1 mile. As a 
result, the spaital extent of many of the anomalies is not accurately 
defined. 

A LAHR aeromagnetic survey will also increase the magnetic resolution 
of anomalies by virtue of a low flight elevation. ' Simplified magnetic 
modeling as descr£Ded ~y Ne~ebert (1~~2} can be used to demonstrate this 
effect. Shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 are calculated anomalies , for a hori-
zontal sheet, a vertical sheet, and a horizontal cylinder, respectively. 
The anomalies are calculated assuming strike infinite sources and include 
vertical component of the field only. The vertical component anomalies 
are assumed to sufficiently approximate the total field anomalies that 
would be measured by an aeromagnetic §urvey. Assuming the topographic 
surface coincides with the top of the sources, magnetic anomalies were 
calculated for a flight elevation of 150 and 300 meters above the surface. 
The 300 meter profile approximates the elevation of much of the U.S.G.S. 
aeromagnetic data whereas the 150 meter profile represents , the suggested- - --- --
elevation of a LAHR survey. 

~ 3 
Observation of Figures l, ~, and 7 demonstrate that the- 150 meter 

elevation profiles show a marked increase in anomaly amplitude and sharp
ness~ in comparison to the 300 meter elevation profiles. 'Thus ; many anb~ 
malies that would be imperceptible at the 300 meter elevation, due to 
either noise or inter ferrence)would be plainly visible at the 150 meter 
elevation. Thus, the contribution of smaller geologic bodies such as 
dikes, sills, minor iron formation, fracture zones, and alteration zones ' 
would be better delineated at a low survey elevation. 

' . In the case of the horizontal cylinder in Figure 4, a third profile . 
was calulated at 450 meters above the top of the source. This third pro
file was calculated to investigate the effect of burial of the source 
beneath nonmagnetic sedimentary rocks. If it is assumed that a 150 meter 
section of non-magnetic sedimentary rocks existed over the source, the 450 
elevation profile would then represent a flight line at 300 meters above 
the surface and the 300 elevation profile would represent a flight line at 
150 meters above the surface. The improvement in magnetic anomaly ampli
tude and sharpness between profiles 2 and 3 is considerably less than that 
between profile ' 1 and 2. This result indicates that as the non-magnetic 
sedimentary rock section thickens, a LAHR survey would be of diminishing 
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va1tte over existing U.S.G.S. data. Thus, the total thickness of non-
magnetic Phanerozoic rocks and glacial till can be used to evaluate the 
priority of an area to be covered by LAHR aeromagnetic surveying. A pre
liminary priority map of Minnesota is shown in Figure 5. 

UTILITY OF SURVEY 

From the vantage of the Minnesota Geological Survey) the primary aim 
of the proposed LAHR surveying is towards a greater understanding of the 
Precambrian geology of Minnesota. Many magnetic anomalies already 
resolved by the U.S.G.S. data will be better characterized by the LAHR 
data. In addition, many sources whose magnetic signatures are either 
poorly defined or absent in .tf1 U.S.G.S. data will yield interpretable 
anomalies. These irnprovemen~sJ\~frl allow a much more detailed 
understanding of the Precambrian geology. Private companies often insist 
on employing LAHR aeromagnetic surveys in regions already covered by more 
regional scale U.S.G.S. data. This fact argues that the increase in 
geological knowledge associated with LAHR aeromagnetic data is very signi
ficant. Unlike private data, however, the proposed LAHR surveying would 
provide a public data set that would serve a wide spectrum of interest. 

SPECIFIC GEOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES 

Lower Precambrian 

The lower Precambrian rocks of Minnesota, which comprise over half of 
I - . -

the bedrock surface, contain an abundance of features that can .be effec-
tively studied by detailed magnetic data. The often complex magnetic pat-
tern associated with the gneissic terrane of southern ~~~eso~a yie~ds ________ _ 
improtant information regarding the composition, structural fabric, and 
distribution of these rocks. Detailed magnetic data ov~r the ~elative~y 
younger greenstone-granite terrane over northern Minnesota should yield 
critical information relating to structural and compositional variations 
within these rocks. With respect to the greenstone belts~ the high 
amplitude-short wave length magnetic anomalies arising ~r~m localized ir?n _ 
formations would be useful in structural and stratigraphic int erpretation. 
Within the granitic complexes, features such as contact effects and 
separate intrusive phases may be delineated using LAHR data. ~maller 

featur~s such as ultramafic rocks, lamprophyres, seyenitic phutons and 
quartz vein deposits would be more effectively interpreted with LAHR 
aeromagnetic data. 

Recentustudies by P.K. Sims and G.B. Morey indicate that . a northeast
striking cr1stal discontinuity separates the gneissic terrane of southern 
Minnesota from the greenstone-granite terrane to the north. Detailed 
magnetic data may be useful in delineating this feature with respect to 
location of contacts, faults, and fracture zones. 

Middle Precambrian 
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The middle Precambrian rocks of east-central Minnesota involve many 
problems in which LAHR aeromagnetic data would be of significant benefit. 
Within the geosynclinal rocks, represented by the Animikie and Mille Lacs 
groups, thin iron-formations should yield localized magnetic anomalies 
that will aid in structural and stratigraphic interpretation. Magnetic 
anomalies arising from pyrrhotite rich zones in some slate sequences 
should also provide useful information. Although much of the volcanic and 
hypabyssal rocks in th~ geos,Y-ncli.nal rocks are altered and therefore 

kl t · ~~t th ' ~.,t..Il'~ ·l(; , I' . , wea y magne ~c, some ~ e~weaK ~agnet~c anoma ~es aSSOc1atecr wILrr-these 
~ should be perceptible by detailed magnetic data and provide valuable 
keys to geologic interpretations. 

A LAHR aeromagnetic survey should also shed light on problems asso
ciated with the Middle Precambrian plutonic rocks of east-central 
Minnesota. Important information regarding the distribution, interval 
structure and various intrusive phases of these rocks will be provided by 
detailed magnetic data. In addition to the east-central Minnesota pluto-

~t~~~:xh mino~ . mafic intru~ions of ~ddle precambri~n age, su~h as~~~~~~~~ 
e:j;::t::t:a~e=gal3~rc:=-.1'll±r'as.~EmS cal;oruJ th~Mi;nnesota= ~'V'er -

V~wH:-J.-..-be:::e££eath el¥ __ tlel..'i.n6a.t:ed"''by eLAtl&ocae~0tt:tagnetlc-::aae!!. .- d t ~ -
_ {h C2 I1CI""CV" <2.,<O't S t rd ,\l .19 ;) c' VlI2. io e / C in (lc.' i-th " C< .5 U'r .'l 1'1~1 r:~~ {\t:(~ "{,1 . 1~ , 

~ut:Jb ri.. «( L.,.,t r VS I OI'15 Il lon c tv1e ."'1. "I)e. ~o tq /:; .• v e r 'v c./ Je )tl ",, (1/ ti e ef f .z c. tl'vell 
cl e / ~ I1 ':: Qtr c'{ h y L. A ,-I.\!, VI I!..!,L~t"'lQ !J I'1(>t L' c 'b/&. ta 
~ate Precambr~an 

The Late Precambrian rocks in Minnesota consists of the Sioux 
Quartzite of southwestern Minnesota and the Keweenawan rocks of the Lake 
Superior region. Although the Sioux Quartzitye is believed to be essen
tially non-magnetic, a few aspects of the sequence may be _pertinent. to the 
proposed LAHR surveying. For example, depth estimates based on magnetic 
data can be useful in delineating the distribution and local thicknesses 
of these rocks. In addition, igneous rocks have been reported .within the . 
Sioux Quartzite in Iowa and thus, magnetic sources within the· sequence may 
occur locally. 

The Keweenawan rocks of the Lake Superior region describe a Late 
Precambri an rift occurrence assoicated with extensive plutonism, 
volcasnism and sedimentation. Although Keweenawan rocks are primarily 
exposed in the Lake Superior regio$n suos,urface and geophysical data indi-

"r ..> ... ... rn w-l';)~\"..(" r· lf .s. 

cate that a similar geology exists Qythwe~rds along the Mid-Continent 
gravity anomaly and southeastwards into the Michigan Basin. The 
Keweenawan igneous rocks are known to often yield a highly complex magne-
tic anomaly pattern, such as observed in the U.S.G.S. data over the intru
sive Duluth Complex. More detailed magnetic data within the Duluth 
Complex showed yield useful informtion regarding contact effects, com- 
positional variations within the complex, and the distribution of fault 
and facture zones. Detailed magnetic data over the Keweenawan volcanic 
rock s should yield imp' ~tant information regarding volcanic structure and 
stratigraphy. Conglomeratic zones within some of the Keweenawan sedimen
tary rocks may also yield useful anomalies. 

A~ADEt-lIC ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM 
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In summary, the proposed LAHR aeromagnetic survey should prove extre
mely valuable to understanding the distribution of lithologies and struc
tures of Minnesota's often complicated Precambrian terrane. In addition 
to benefits to the Minnesota Geological Survey, this incr~e in geological 
knowledge would benefit the global scientific community involved in 
Precambrian studies. The state of Minnesota contains a unique assemblage 
of Precambrian rocks that contain important information regarding the for
mation and subsequent behavior of the North American continent. 

The recent evolution of plate-tectonic concepts have tremendonsly 
expanded our knowledge of , the behavior of oceanic and pericontinental 
regions. Unfortunately, this recent revolution in geologic thought has 
barely scratched the surface in matters pertaining to continental 
interiors. This lack of knowledge was clearly brought out at a recent 
Penrose Conference as reported by C.F. Kahle and E.F. Pawlowicz in the 
July, 1977 issue of Geology. Clearly, a truly global picture of crustal 
evolution is impossible without a further knowledge of the structure and 
behavior of continental interiors~ Although the ultimate solution of this 
immense problen is beyond the scope of the proposed project, the knowledge 
gained from the LAHR surveying is certain to provide advances toward this 
goal. 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
OF THE PROGRAM 

The results of LAHR aeromagnetic surveying is certain to benefit 
environmental aspects of Minnesota geology. The location - of "faul ts', frac
ture zones, and the configuration of unconsolidated overburden will prove 
beneficial to ground water and site selection studies. In addition LAHR 
aeromagnetic data will be a valuable tool in mineralogical evaluations of 
areas slated for wilderness protection. 

Although the primary aim of the proposed survey is not the deli
neation of potential ore bodies, a survey of this type will certainly pro
vide general background information to those agencies concerned with 
mineral exploration. The proposed LAHR aeromagnetic survey affords a much 
wider geographical coverage than allowed by mineral exploration companies, 
who must restrict attention to specific areas of high mineral probability. 
Thus, the proposed program may be helpful in delineating areas favorable 
for exploration that were hitherto unknown. 

The economic mineral potential of Minnesota has not only a bearing on 
its own economy but on that of the nation as well. The current and per
sistent thr~~t of energy fuel shortages are placing an ever increasing 
importance ,~ uranium exploration. Moreover, serious shortages of other 
essential me~lic minerals are a distinct possibility in the near futu r e 
(Forum in January 9th, 1979 issue of EOS). 

EXECUTION OF THE PROGRAM 

GENERAL PROCEDURE 
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The survey will be carried out as funds become available through 
state or other agencies. Once fufficient funds are raised to allow 1 to 3 
months of data acquisition, th{~iu\vey will send bid requests to potential 
contractors. The selection of a specific contractor will be based on the 
price of his bid versus the qualitx of pis product. Once a bid has been 
selected and a contract has been ~~, the selected contractor will con
duct the surveying. The mos~ favorable time for flying a survey appears 

• l'I\('nt;"iI 'J 1 
to be dur~ng the surnrne~~orAt e early fall. Following the field season the 
contractor will be responsible for reducing the data and presenting it to 
the survey) according to specifications. 

The Minnesota Geological Survey will be responsible for two tasks 
regarding the aeromagnetic data. First, it will provide public access to 
these data through contour maps, flight-line profiles, and magnetic tapes. 
Secondly, the survey will undertake a comprehensive geological interpreta
tion of these data. ,A variety of techniques will be used at this stage 
that will consist of visual evaluation, correlation with geological and 
other geophysical information, an'd application of computer-based pro
cessing schemes. 

ADDITIONAL GEOPHYSICAL DATA 

Because the large amount of money expended for pilot and aircraft, it 
may be desirable to acquire as much geophysical data as possible while the I 

plane is in the air. The only other airborne geophysical method that :waJrd LV cH'I O/ 

not incurJta prohibitive expense appears to be radiometeric surveyirig with 
a light weight gamma ray spectrometer. Radiometeric data can be acquired 
concurrently with the magnetic data at a current additional cost of one to 
three dollars per line krn. Because considerably more expense 1n - involved 
in the reduction of radiometeric data, the Minnesota Geological Survey 
wou+d be concerned only with acquisition of the raw data. The raw data 
could be eventually reduced by a c0ntractor or by the Minnesota Geological 
survey, assurnrning sufficient computer software could be developed. In 
any case, the raw data sets would be avaiable to any interested agency who 
may wish to reduce them. 

If radiometeric data is added, it will be of a much lower priority 
than the magnetic data and this fact should be considered in survey 
design and execution. In addition, radiometeric methods are only sen
sitive to materials within a few centimeters of the surface and the 
resulting data will often reflect only variations within the Pleistocene 
surface deposits and not the bedrock. However, useful bedrock information 
~may be possible in regions of abundant outcrops or where a significant 
compponent of the glacial deposits are locally derived. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTY STUDIES 

In order to maximize the effectiveness of the proposed aeromagnetic 
survey, magnetic physical property studies of Precambrian rocks in 
Minnesota should be incorporated. , These studies would help clarify the 
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relationships existing between lithology . and magnetic QLkAma4y pattern and 
should thus prove extremely valuable in extropolating geology into regions 
where overburden prohibits direct observation~~~ease~omplei. 
Previous studies by H.Henkel in swi:den and M. Puranen in Finland dramati-

~ 
cally demonstra"t;.¥.. the imp% tance 0 complementing detailed magnetic data 
with magnetic physical property data. These data must include measure- . 

, ments of magnetic susceptibility and the intensity and direction of ~ 
L~-situ remanent magnetization. 

The physical property studies will include a compilation of all 
existing data and additional measurements from outcrops and drill holes. 
petrographic . studies with emphasis on opaq~ minerals should also be con
ducted. The magnettic physical property studies will necessitate the 
appropriate petrographic equipment, a magnetic susceptibility bridge that 
is capable of laboratory and in-situ measurements, and a device for 
measuring rem~nent magnetization. These studies will also necessitate the 
appropriate field equipment for collection of rock samples. 

SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS 

Initial survey specifications have been established and are as 
follows: 

Flight-line Spacing - 400 meters 
Flight-line direciton - Perpendicular to geologic structure 

where possible, otherwise north-south. 
Flight elevation - 150 meters above surface 
Tie-line spacing - 2 kilometers 
Magnetometer Characteristics - Sensitivity of 0.25 gammas with a 

noise envelop~~~ 1 ~amma. Total 
field measuring. 

Positioning - 50 meters . 
Diurnal Control - Monitor temporal variations with a magneto

meter ground station to avoid flights during 
magnetic disturbance. Level survey by ~nte~
sections with tie lines. 

The above specifications are not final and may be subject to change 
as conditions warrant. 

DATA PRESENTATION 

After reduction of data, contractor will be expected to yield data in 
the following forms: 

1 • 
W 

CDC-comp¢tible magnetic tapes in a standard code of the flight 
line data including code of JPe flight line data including 
magnetic intensity, horizon~ positioning data, radar and baro
metric elevation, diural trace from ground station, and line 
bookkeeping information. The magnetic tapes should employ logi
cal records that are of · fixed length and blocked for efficient 
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input/output processing. 

2. Magnetic tapes with the above coding of the reduced magnetic 
data on a0orthogonal grid whose interval is one-fourth that of 
the original flight line spacing. 

3. Contour map presentation of the reduced magnetic data, without 
IGRF removal, in 15 degree quad areas at a scale of 1:24,000. A 
minimal contour interval of 2 gammas shall exist in low magnetic 
gradient areas with appropriate contour suppression over more ' 
magnetic terranes. Appropriate contour labelin~is required as 

V"I IJe;, t\LQ'''l~ "~1~· ) t:.'> well as minimum--maximum anomalYr--Rigt+t::=nn~.a ' • )'l~~ht 

line position and direction should also be presented ~~ II a.5 
~ appropriate bookkeeping information ~where they 
intersect boundaries of individual maps. A low-density presen-
tation of U.S.G.S. topographic maps may serve as #i suitable baselY' Cl (1:; . 

4. A summary contour map of all reduced magnetic data compiled by 
the contract. This map is to be plotted data 1:250,000 scale 
and to have an IGRF removed. A low density presentation of 
U.S.G.S. topographic maps may serve as a suitable base. 

5. A staked profile representation of the edited flight line magne
tic data will be required with appropriate bookkeeping infor
mation for ground location. 

These data specifications are initial and may be subject to change as 
conditions warrant. . - - - . 

AREA SELECTED FOR INITIAL SURVEY 

The area selected for the initial survey is shown in Figure 6. The 
selection of this area was based on the availability of outcrop control 
and on the variety of Precambrian rocks available. The, proposed ·area 
locally contains some of the most extensive areas of Precambrian rock 
outcrops available in Minnesota, thereby allowing an effective correlation 
of the magnetic data with known geology and magnetic physical prop~rty -
data. Thus, the knowledge gained at this initial stage would prove to be 
extremely useful in interpreting the magnetic data over areas where the 
Precambrian rocks are poorly exposed. The proposed area of survey con
tains a diversified suite of rocks that represent Early, Middle, and Late 
Precambrian events. Early Precambrian rocks include the Ely Greenstone, 
the Vermillion Granite and the Giants Range Batholith. The Middle 
Precambrian rocks are represented by the slates and iron formations of the, 
Animike Group and by the diabasic rocks of a northwest striking dike belt. 
Late Precambrian rocks include the western portion of the Duluth Complex, 
basaltic lava flows, and sandstones. Many of the geologic features stated 
in the section of specific geologic objectives will be present in the pro
posed area and thus can be effectively investigated through LAHR aero
magnetic data. 
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MANI TOBA 

lO W A 

EXPLANATION 

Cretaceous shale and sandstone 

Paleozoic sandstone, shale, 
limestone, and dolomite 

Sandstone 

Duluth Complex 

Basaltic lavas 

Sioux Quartzite 

Granitoid intrusive rocks 
Metasedimentary rocks--Iron

formation in block 

Granitic rocks 

Metabasalt, metagraywacke, and dacitic 
volcaniclastic rocks--Mainly greenschist facies 

Gneiss- -Granulite and amphibolite facies 

--- Contact 

- -- Faull 

NOTE : Designations used on mop 
have following time boundaries: 

o 

I .'. 
o 

Precambrian Y, 800 - 1,690 m.y. 
Precambrian X, 1,600- 2,500 m.y. 
Precambrian W, 2,500 or older m.y. 

'I 
50 

50 100 MILES 

1 
100 KILOM ETRES 
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